YOUR ONE-STOP
SHOP FOR
BARRIER RIGS
Barrier Rigs, the multi-purpose vehicles widely used by
highways contractors, are a great example of how
Palfinger UK can cater for individual customer body
building requirements, no matter how complex.
We offer a genuine one-stop service
for barrier rigs with cranes, pile drivers,
bespoke bodywork and accessories.

Barrier Rigs

Palfinger cranes

Bespoke bodywork

Orteco pile drivers

Chassis-up build

Vast range of accessories
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When it comes to barrier rigs, Palfinger UK offers the
complete ‘build-to-spec’ solution, making it easy to
configure the exact vehicle you want.
As the national importer of Palfinger cranes,
Palfinger UK has a justified reputation for high
quality installations of these high-tech cranes
onto a wide range of chassis. We will fit the
most appropriate model to give you the reach
and lift you need, with full stabilisation.
More recently, Orteco pile drivers have been
added to our line-up and we will fit your barrier
rig with one of these powerful, long lasting units
with the capability both to drive in and pull out
posts.
Body building is an essential part of the
mix and starting from the bare chassis, our
skilled technicians working in state-of-the-art
workshops will build any kind of body to suit
your application.
We can incorporate steel, alloy, GRP or cagestyle drop side sections, safety rails, operative
platforms and cone decks, walkways, central
stairs, water tanks, storage compartments,
electrical systems and work lighting.

It doesn’t stop there – other options, such as hole
hammers and borers can be added as required,
while finished vehicles can be branded and
labelled to your specification.
Palfinger UK’s lorry cranes expertise comes as
a result of over 40 years industry experience
through combined businesses – Outreach Trucks
Ltd, which worked in partnership with Palfinger
since 1976, and T H WHITE Ltd, which began
selling cranes in 1974. In fact, T H WHITE Ltd has
been at the forefront of engineering since humble
beginnings as an agricultural ironmonger in 1832.
All our Orteco barrier rigs installations come with
Type Approval and 12-month parts warranty.
We operate a national network of mobile service
engineers, who are fully trained and qualified to
ensure that your Orteco barrier rig is compliant
and fully fit for purpose.
So if you are considering a new barrier rig built to
the highest standards at a competitive price, talk
to Palfinger UK today. You might be surprised at
just what we can do for you.
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